For immediate release:

SmarteCAM- a ready-to-deploy smart AI
camera from e-con Systems is now listed
on AWS partner device catalog!
San Jose and Chennai (November 29, 2021) - e-con Systems’ SmarteCAM, a ready to deploy smart
AI camera system has now been validated by the AWS Device Qualification Program (DQP) under the AWS
IoT Greengrass category. The camera has also been listed in the AWS Partner device catalog. SmarteCAM
has been certified by AWS owing to its data analytics capabilities leveraging the AWS IoT Greengrass SDK.
SmarteCAM is an IP66 rated smart AI camera based on NVIDIA Jetson TX2. It is a programmable OEM
smart camera that offers product developers the flexibility to build their own computer vision algorithms
and customize them to their use case. Based on the Sony STARVIS IMX290 sensor, SmarteCAM also comes
with the ability to integrate three of other e-con sensors including Sony STARVIS IMX415, AR0234, and
AR0821.

Benefits of using SmarteCAM with AWS IoT Greengrass
SmarteCAM is a ready to deploy camera with powerful AI processing capabilities. It comes with an onboard NVIDIA® Jetson™ TX2 CPU and a 256 core GPU which can perform all image processing and analytics
indigenously. It can also analyze data closer to the source in the cloud with the help of AWS IoT Greengrass
SDK.
This smart AI camera is ideally suited for running image-based machine learning and deep learning models
at the edge making the camera perfect for applications such as smart surveillance, traffic monitoring,
parking lot management, crowd monitoring & analysis, smart farming, sports broadcasting etc. These AI
based application data will be sent to AWS cloud which makes analysis easy for the customer.
SmarteCAM with its AWS IoT Greengrass Core software offers the following functionalities:
•
•
•
•

Deployment and local running of AWS connectors and Lambda functions.
Processing data streams locally with automatic exports to AWS cloud.
MQTT messaging over the local network between devices, connectors, and Lambda functions
using managed subscriptions.
MQTT messaging between AWS IoT and devices, connectors, and Lambda functions using
managed subscriptions.
o Secure connections between devices and AWS Cloud using device authentication and
authorization.
o Local shadow synchronization of devices. Shadows can be configured to sync with AWS
cloud.
o Deployment of cloud-trained machine learning models for running local inference.
o Secure, over-the-air (OTA) software updates of user-defined Lambda functions.
o Secure, encrypted storage of local secrets and controlled access by connectors and
Lambda functions.

SmarteCAM with AWS IoT Greengrass compatibility helps customers to build and deploy their AI based
IoT projects faster and easier.
If you are interested in knowing more about the product, please visit:
•
•

SmarteCAM product page on e-con Systems’ website
SmarteCAM listing on AWS partner device catalog

For any queries around the product or its AWS DQP qualification, please write to camerasolutions@econsystems.com.
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